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TRANSONIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS AND COMPARISON OF THEORY
TO EXPERIMENT FOR AN ARROW-WING CONFIGURATION
VOLUME III: DATA REPORT-COMPARISON OF
ATTACHED FLOW THEORIES TO EXPERIMENT
by Marjorie E. Manro, Kenneth J. R. Manning, Thomas H. Hallstaff,
and John T. Rogers
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
SUMMARY
A wind tunnel test of an arrow-wing body configuration consisting of flat and twisted
wings, as well as a variety of leading- and trailing-edge control surface deflections, has
been conducted at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.1 to provide an experimental pressure
data base for comparison with theoretical methods. Theory-to-experiment comparisons
of detailed pressure distributions have been made using current state-of-the-art
attached and separated flow methods. The purpose of these comparisons was to
delineate conditions under which these theories are valid for both flat and twisted
wings and 'to explore the use of empirical methods to correct the theoretical methods
where theory is deficient. The results of attempting to make empirical corrections to the
theoretical methods and of using two-dimensional separation criteria to predict flow
separation are shown.
This volume presents comparisons of the experimental pressure measurements with the
predictions of attached flow methods. NASA CR-132727 presents more detailed results
of the experimental phase of the program for the base configuration (flat wing) and the
effects of wing twist, leading-edge shape, and leading-edge droop. The effects of full- and
partial-span trailing-edge control surface deflection and partial-span leading-edge
control surface deflection are presented in NASA CR-132728. NASA CR-2610
summarizes the results of the entire investigation and discusses both the experimental
results and the theory-to-experiment comparisons.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate analytical techniques for the prediction of the magnitude and distribution of
aeroelastic loads are required in order to design, in an optimum manner, the structure
of large flexible aircraft. Uncertainties in the characteristics of loads may result in an
improper accounting for aeroelastic effects, leading to understrength or overweight
designs and unacceptable fatigue life. Moreover, correct prediction of loads and the
resultant structural deformations is essential to the determination of the aircraft
stability and control characteristics and control power requirements. The alternative to
the use of satisfactory analytical techniques is exorbitantly expensive, time-consuming
wind tunnel testing for each aircraft configuration.
The problem of accurate load prediction becomes particularly acute for aircraft where
critical design conditions occur in the transonic speed regime. In this region, at typical
design angles of attack, the predictions are clouded by mixed flow, embedded shocks,
separation, and vortex flow. The degree to which the intelligent application of either the
best state-of-the-art theoretical techniques or a combination of theory and experiment
can account for these flow conditions is known in only a few circumstances. Clearly, if
we are to continue to improve the accuracy of our predictive techniques as well as
quantify their limitations, detailed comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressures on configurations of interest must be made on a continuing basis.
In the design process, pressure data obtained from wind tunnel tests on a single wing shape
(with twist and camber) are translated by means of an aeroelastic solution to the load
distributions for the elastically deformed airplane. In this solution, equations are used
which relate the changes in local pressure to changes in structural deformation. For typical
high aspect ratio configurations at subsonic speeds, methods of incorporating experimental
data in the elastic solution are well developed and have been substantiated by flight tests.
However, for typical low aspect ratio configurations and/or transonic flight conditions
where various nonlinear phenomena become important, no satisfactory methods have been
developed for correcting the aeroelastic solutions with experimental data from rigid models.
Until such a tool is available, the need will remain for wind tunnel test programs simulat-
ing each flight design condition on the flexible airplane.
While analytical methods for loads estimation exist, they do not cover the necessary ranges
of configuration and critical flight conditions associated with large supersonic airplanes.
The most serious situation is the lack of analytical procedures of verified accuracy for the
determination of loads in the critical transonic speed regime. One reason for this situation
is the newness of many of the techniques; another is the scarcity of the experimental
pressure data required to validate the techniques. One comprehensive set of data for
variations of wing twist of a 45° sweep wing was obtained by Mr. John P. Mugler, Jr., of
the NASA Langley Research Center (refs. 1 through 5).
The purpose of this study was to obtain some of the required experimental data for a
highly swept thin wing at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers and, at the same time,
to provide comparisons with analytical predictions using some of the most advanced
methods available. The study was viewed as a two-part effort consisting of an
experimental task and a theory comparison task.
The objective of the experimental task was to provide measured load distributions on
models which are deformed to simulate representative twist distributions and which
have deflectable leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces. These load distributions
were used in the theoretical task to assess the adequacy of existing analytical methods
of estimation and to determine empirical corrections to methods that are not fully
adequate in themselves.
The model chosen for this study was a wing-body combination with a leading-edge sweep of
71.2° and a wing thickness of 3.3% (see fig. 1). Model components included both flat and
twisted wings, deflectable full-span and half-span leading- and trailing-edge control sur-
faces, and both rounded and sharp leading edges. The tests were conducted in the Boeing
Transonic Wind Tunnel and covered the Mach range from 0.4 to 1.1 with angles of attack
from -8° to +16° . The measurements included pressure data on both the wing and body,
wing deflection measurements, total force and moment data, and oil flow pictures.
The theoretical calculations were carried out using current state-of-the-art linear and
advanced separated-vortex techniques to predict detailed pressures over both the flat and
twisted wings. Comparisons of theoretical and experimental pressures for both wings were
made as well as for the incremental pressure due to twist. The latter is of interest since the
calculation is similar to that required to correct basic wind tunnel results from rigid models
for incremental aeroelastic effects. In addition, an empirical prediction of the incremental
pressures was attempted by developing correctors to apply to the aerodynamic influence
coefficient (AIC) matrix.
Predictions of nonlinear phenomena which are due to separated flow ahead of a deflected
trailing-edge control surface were attempted using empirical techniques.
The results of the various aerodynamic calculations and theory-to-experiment comparisons
have been used to point out areas where pure theory is inadequate for design, and to
examine combined theoretical and "empirical approaches to aeroelastic design based on
lifting-surface solutions. Some preliminary results of this study were presented at the
NASA Conference on Aeroelastic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers held at the
NASA Langley Research Center in March 1975 (ref. 6).
SYMBOLS
b wing span, cm
BL buttock line, cm; distance outboard from model plane of symmetry
c section chord length, cm
c, M.A.C. mean aerodynamic chord length, cm
CB surface bending moment coefficient referenced to yref; positive wingtip up
GC surface chord force coefficient; positive aft
Cc section chord force coefficient; positive aft
CM surface pitching moment coefficient, referenced to 0.25 M.A.C.; positive
leading edge up
Cm section pitching moment coefficient referenced to section leading edge;
positive leading edge up
Cm.25c section pitching moment coefficient referenced to section 0.25c; positive
leading edge up
CN surface normal force coefficient; positive up
Cn section normal force coefficient; positive up
_ ... . measured pressure - reference pressureCp pressure coefficient =
D body diameter, cm
M Mach number
MS model station, cm; measured aft along the body centerline from the nose
ps static pressure, kN/m2
pt total pressure, kN/m2
q dynamic pressure, kN/m
o
S reference area used for surface coefficients, cm
Sft area of streamwise strip associated with a pressure station, cm ; used in
summation of section force coefficients (app. B)
x,y,z general coordinates for distances in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
directions, respectively
yref distance outboard of model centerline of the bending moment reference
point, cm
a corrected angle of attack, degrees; the angle between the wing root chord
and the relative wind measured in the model plane of symmetry; includes
compensation for sting deflection, tunnel flow angularities, and wall
effects; positive nose up with respect to relative wind
asec wing twist angle relative to wing reference plane, degrees; positive
leading edge up
ACP increment between adjacent lines on isobars
8 control surface deflection, degrees; positive leading edge down for leading
edge (see exception "in app. B) and trailing edge down for trailing edge
17 fraction of wing semispan, y/(b/2)
A sweep angle, degrees; measured from a line perpendicular to the model
centerline, positive aft
<f> angle defining location of pressure orifices on the surface of the
cylindrical body at a constant MS, degrees; measured from the top of the
body
Subscripts:
L.E. leading-edge control surface
r wing root
s referenced to segment of local chord
T.E. trailing-edge control surface
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EXPERIMENTAL TASK
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
The configuration chosen for this study was a thin, low aspect ratio, highly swept wing
mounted below the centerline of a high fineness ratio body. The general arrangement
and characteristics of the model are shown in figure 1. Two complete wings were
constructed, one with no camber or twist, and one with no camber but with a spanwise
twist variation. Deflectable control surfaces were available on these wings.
FLAT WING
The mean surface of the flat wing is the wing reference plane. The nondimensional wing
thickness distributions, shown in table 1, deviate slightly from a constant for all
streamwise sections so that a finite thickness of 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.) could be
maintained at the trailing edge (a manufacturing requirement). The wing was designed
with a full-span, 25% chord, trailing-edge control surface. Sets of fixed angle brackets
allowed streamwise deflections of ±4.1°, ±8.3°, ±17.7°, and ±30.2°, as well as 0.0°. A
removable full-span leading-edge control surface (15% of streamwise chord) was used in
the undeflected position and also drooped 5.1° and 12.8° with fixed angle brackets. Both
the leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces extended from the side of body (0.087 b/2)
to the wingtip, and were split near midspan (0.570 b/2). Either the inboard or outboard
portion of the control surfaces could be deflected separately and were rotated about
points in the wing reference plane. An additional leading-edge control surface for this
wing was constructed with a sharp (20° included angle) leading edge to examine the
effects of leading-edge shape. The surface ordinates and slopes of this leading-edge
segment were continuous with those of the flat wing at the leading-edge hingeline
(table 1). The sharp leading edge was smoothly faired from 0.180 b/2 into the fixed
portion of the rounded leading edge at 0.090 b/2.
TWISTED WING
The mean surface of the twisted wing was generated by rotating the streamwise section
chord lines about the 75% local chord points (trailing-edge control surface hingeline).
The spanwise variation of twist is shown in figure 2. The hingeline was straight and
located in the wing reference plane at its inboard end (0.087 b/2) and 2.261 cm
(0.890 in.) above the wing reference plane at the wingtip. The airfoil thickness
distribution (table 1) and the trailing-edge control surface location and available
deflections were identical to the flat wing.
BODY
The body was circular in cross section and had a straight centerline. The body geometry
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The wing reference plane was located 3.149 cm (1.240 in.) below and parallel to (zero
incidence) the body centerline. The apex of the wing was located 33.496 cm (13.187 in.)
aft of the model nose.
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS
All pressure orifices were located on the left side of the model and distributed as shown
in figure 3 and tables 2 and 3. Both the flat wing with round leading edge and the
twisted wing had 214 orifices with seven streamwise pressure stations of 31 or 30
orifices each. One of these orifices was located at the leading edge; the remainder were
distributed so that upper and lower surface orifices were located at the same chordwise
locations. The orifice locations on the sharp leading edge were identical except that the
leading-edge orifices were omitted. The 83 orifices on the body were located at 15
stations along the length of the model. At each station, orifices were located at angles of
0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180° measured from the top of the body. In the area of the
wing-body intersection, the orifices which are nominally identified as being at 135° and
180° were located on the wing lower surface at the same lateral location as the orifices
at 45° and 0°, respectively, at that body station. Eight additional orifices were placed
close to the juncture of the body with the wing upper surface.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The objectives of this study dictated that the contours and physical characteristics of
the flat and twisted wings be as nearly identical as possible. The model was constructed
of steel to minimize aeroelastic deflections and to provide strength for potential future
testing to a Mach number of 3.0. The aft body was flared approximately 4° from
194.310 cm (76.500 in.) aft of the nose to provide the required safety factor on predicted
loads (see fig. 1). The model size was selected as the best compromise between potential
tunnel blockage and adequate room to install orifices in the model.
A computerized lofting program was used to provide the wing definition. This definition
was then used to machine the model components using numerically controlled
machines. The tolerance on the contour was +0.1524, -0.0 mm (+0.006, -0.0 in.). The
leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces were cut from the wings after they had been
machined to final contour. Cuts were made along the 15% chord line of the twisted wing
to simulate the removable leading edge of the flat wing in order to duplicate more
closely the elastic characteristics of the flat wing (see fig. 4). Fixed angle brackets,
arranged as shown in figure 4, were used to obtain the required control surface
deflections with all pivot points located midway between the upper and lower surfaces
at the hingelines. The brackets were also machined on numerically controlled machines.
The same sets of trailing-edge brackets were used on both the flat and twisted wings,
and the same sets of leading-edge brackets were used for both the rounded and sharp
leading edges. Tests were conducted with the twisted trailing-edge control surface
combined with the flat wing. For this configuration with the trailing-edge control
surface deflection defined as 0.0°, a straight chord line was obtained only at 0.75 b/2.
The relative spanwise twist distribution is shown in figure 2.
Table 2.—Wing Pressure Orifice Locations, Percent Local Chord



















































































































(b) Section at 0.20~ chord = 91.80 cm
















































































































(c) Section at 0.35 t chord = 76.69 cm
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(e) Section at 0.65— , chord = 46.46 cm
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(g) Section at 0.93—. chord = 18.25 cm
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Pressure tubing used in this model was 1.016-mm (0.040-in.) o.d. Monel with a
0.1524-mm (0.006-in.) wall thickness. The major channels for wing pressure tubing were
machined into the surface. The detailed grooves required to route tubing from the
orifices to these channels were cut by hand. The pressure orifices were installed normal
to and flush with the local surface. After installation of the pressure tubing, the
surfaces were brought back to contour with solder. The tubing for body pressure orifices
was run through the hollow center of the model body rather than in grooves in the
outside contour. Tubing from all the orifices was routed through the hollow body to the
scanivalves located in the body nose. Wiring from the scanivalves was routed through
the body to the sting.
The nose portion of the body was removable to provide access to the fifteen 24-position
scanivalves. Figure 1 shows the location on the aft body of the strain gages used to
measure normal force and pitching moment.
WIND TUNNEL CAPABILITIES
The Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT) is a continuous-flow, closed-circuit,
single-return facility with an operating range of Mach number from 0.0 to nearly 1.2.
The test section is 2.438 by 3.658 by 4.420 m (8 by 12 by 14.5 ft) with 11.0 percent of the
wall area in slots. The tunnel layout is shown in figure 5. The tunnel stagnation
pressure is atmospheric with a total temperature range of 300 K to 356 K (540° to
640° Rankine). The variation with Mach number of Reynolds, number based on the mean
aerodynamic chord (M.A.C.) of this model is shown in figure 6, which also shows the
variation of dynamic pressure with Mach number. The 26 856-kW (36 000-hp)
wound-rotor induction motor in tandem with a 13 428-kW (18 000-hp) synchronous
motor provides the power to drive a 7.315-m (24-ft) diameter fan up to a maximum
speed of 470 rpm. The fan is made up of a 5.486-m (18-ft) diameter hub with 72
fixed-pitch fiberglass blades 0.914 m (36 in.) long in two stages and directs circuit air
through two stages of 67 hollow steel stators.
DATA SYSTEM
The Boeing wind tunnel data system provides the capabilities of real-time test data
acquisition, feedback control computation, and display. The data system consists of an
Astrodata acquisition subsystem and a computing subsystem which uses a Xerox data
system (XDS 9300) digital computer. The Astrodata system acquires signals from the
sensors, conditions them, and passes them directly to the computer. Test data, averaged
from up to 256 samples per test point, are recorded on a rapid-access data drum. As
final computations are performed, selected on-line displays are provided on analog X-Y
plotters and teletypewriters. Real-time computations and displays are performed every
200 milliseconds for control and test monitoring functions. Any test data may be
retrieved from rapid-access drum storage and displayed on an oscilloscope. On-line
programs also provide for preparation of magnetic tapes for plotting or interfacing with
off-line programs. Figure 7 is a schematic of the data acquisition and reduction system.
MACH NUMBER
Mach number in the BTWT is referenced to the horizontal and lateral center of the test
section at tunnel station 1000 which was the pitch point of this model (40% M.A.C.).
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The pressures used to determine Mach number, ps and pt, are measured through
permanently positioned sensors. Static pressure ps is measured by a 103.42-kN/m2
(15-psi) absolute transducer. A 103.42-kN/m2 (15-psi) differential transducer is used to
obtain total pressure by measuring (p t -p s ) - These transducers are temperature
compensated in addition to being in a ±1.11°C (±2°F) environment. Transducer
performance is checked periodically, and both the static and differential transducers
have shown a maximum deviation of ±0.02% of full scale.
The static pressure tap is located out of the test section above the ceiling in the
pressure cap plenum. A correction is made to adjust this static pressure reading to the
measured test section centerline static pressure determined during calibrations at
station 1000. The tunnel total pressure is obtained from a total pressure probe mounted
near the tunnel ceiling in the bellmouth throat (see fig. 5).
Signals from the pressure sensors are fed to the XDS 9300 computer. The XDS system
computes and updates the Mach display five times per second. Accounting for the entire
system, calculated Mach number is accurate within ±0.002. Data are recorded only
when the tunnel is within a preselected Mach tolerance. For this test, a tolerance of
±0.003 was used.
DYNAMIC PRESSURE
The dynamic pressure q is computed from the Mach number and the corrected static
pressure. The estimated tolerance on dynamic pressure is ±95.8 N/m2 (±2.0 psf).
ANGLE OF ATTACK
The angle of attack of the reference point (0.25 M.A.C. for this model) for a
sting-mounted model is determined from several increments. The input angle of attack
is determined by an encoder mounted in the strut. This angle is accurate within ±0.02°.
This angle is then modified by the effects of sting deflection, up-flow, and wall
corrections.
Sting deflections due to load were determined during the calibration of the strain gages
mounted on the integral sting body of the model. These deflections are known within
±0.02°. The corrections for sting deflection are based on the normal force and pitching
moment loads obtained during wind-on data acquisition. The sting deflection was taken
into account when setting test angles of attack to minimize the variation in final angle
of attack for the various model configurations. The strain gages attached to the sting
body of this model have an estimated accuracy of ±5% of full-scale reading. This means
that the sting deflections based on maximum model loads were known within ±0.11°.
Up-flow corrections were made based on data obtained from upright and inverted runs
on a calibration model of similar span. These corrections were less than 0.2°. It is
believed the up-flow values are known within ±0.05°.
A correction to model angle was made for the effect of lift interference for 11% slotted
walls. The lift interference is a function of the ratio of model-to-test section size, test
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section shape, CN, and wall geometry. For CN = 1.0, this correction is on the order of
-0.48°. Due to the limited amount of experimental substantiation, it is felt that the wall
correction could be in error by ±20%.
MODEL PRESSURES
The model was instrumented with fifteen 24-position scanivalves. Each scanivalve
contained a 103.42-kN/m2 (15-psi) differential Statham, variable resistance, unbonded
strain gage transducer. These transducers are calibrated against a high accuracy
standard and, if placed in a temperature-controlled environment, will read within an
accuracy of 0.1% of full scale. For this test, the transducers were located inside the
model and subjected to large temperature excursions. Temperatures recorded at the
scanivalves indicate that the accuracy of readout was 0.75% of full-scale capability.
For the first 149 runs, the data filter for one of the scanivalves was inadvertently set at
too low a cutoff frequency. This caused a lag which affected five body pressure
measurements, producing a maximum error of approximately 0.684 kN/m2 (0.1 psi) at
an angle of attack of 16° and M = 0.95. Table 3 identifies the specific data affected.
TESTS AND DATA ACQUISITION
TESTS
Table 4 shows the 54 configurations that were tested. Photographs of some are shown in
figures 8 through 13 and a diagram of the model installation in the BTWT is shown in
figure 14. Pressure and total force data were obtained at Mach numbers of 0.40, 0.70,
0.85, 0.95, and 1.05 for all configurations and at Mach numbers of 1.00 and 1.11 for
selected configurations. Table 4 shows the run numbers for each Mach number and
configuration for which these data were obtained. A detailed listing of all test points is
shown in appendix A.
Wingtip deflection pictures were taken for representative configurations at three Mach
numbers to evaluate the stiffness of the wing. These were compared to wind-off
reference pictures to determine the relative deflection and twist. Configurations
included the flat and twisted wings, and trailing-edge control surfaces deflected +30.2°,
0.0°, and -17.7°. Whereas the tip did deflect (less than 2 cm), the change in incidence
was negligible even at M = 1.05 and no corrections to the data were required due to
model flexibility.
Some oil flow pictures were taken, predominately at M = 0.95 and an angle of attack of
8.0°.
Test angles of attack were from -8° to +16° in 2° increments. When testing at M = 1.11,
the maximum angle was +8°, and for some of the negative (trailing edge up)
trailing-edge control surface deflections only positive angles of attack were tested. A
trip strip of No. 60 carborundum grit was used throughout the test with the exception of
the first series. On the body, the trip strip was 0.32cm (0.125 in.) wide and placed
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of body to the midspan control surface break (0.57 b/2), and tapered to 0.16 cm
(0.0625 in.) wide at the wingtip. On the upper surface of the wing, the trip strip was
placed at 15% chord; and on the lower surface, it was placed just aft of the leading-edge
control surface brackets (see fig. 4). Density of the grit was 4 to 5 grains per
quarter inch.
DATA ACQUISITION AND INITIAL PROCESSING
The pressure data were recorded through the use of fifteen 24-position scanivalves
located in the fore body of the model. Pressure transducers in the scanivalves measured
the differential pressure between the local surface pressures and tunnel total pressure.
Signals from the scanivalves, force and moment data, tunnel parameters, and model
attitude angle were recorded on the Astrodata system and reduced using the XDS 9300
computer.
Final data (pressure coefficients, tunnel parameters, and model attitude) were merged
on magnetic tapes, with appropriate configuration and test point identification for
integration and plotting of these data.
A detailed description of the data editing and integration procedure and the data
presentation are included in appendix B.
DATA TAPE DESCRIPTION
The experimental data are available from Mr. Percy J. Bobbitt of the NASA Langley
Research Center on seven-track unlabeled tapes written by the Boeing Computer
Services CDC 6600 computer. The tapes are written in binary (odd parity) mode at a
density of 556 BPI. The first file of each tape and any program files are BCD
(formatted) information. The data files are binary.
The data are provided separately for the wing and body. Pressure coefficients and
integrated data are provided in separate files.
A description of each of the tape files follows.
• First file of each tape (BCD format with 80-column records).—This file contains an
identification of the test and model and describes the content of the remaining
files.
• Program files (BCD).—These files contain the source code of FORTRAN IV
programs which may be used to provide listings of user-selected items in the data
files.
• Data files (binary).—The first record contains geometry pertinent to the data which
will follow (i.e., for pressure data, the spanwise location of each section and the
arrays of x/c for which Cp's are listed; for integrated data, geometric constants
used in the integrations). The remaining records each contain data for one test
point. A list defining all test points is shown in appendix A.
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THEORETICAL METHODS-ATTACHED FLOW THEORIES
The arrow-wing-body model used in this study combines a highly swept thin wing and a
body of high slenderness ratio (fig. 1). These characteristics tend to minimize the
formation of strong shock waves and subsequent shock-induced separations. On the
other hand, the highly swept thin wing also promotes early flow separation from the
leading edge and subsequent vortex buildup along the wing leading edge. This spiral
vortex strongly influences the wing pressure distributions at angles of attack greater
than about 4°.
As a consequence, attached flow theories can be expected to yield good agreement with
experiment only at low angles of attack for this configuration. The dominance of the
leading-edge vortex flow suggests that detached flow theories may provide a more
adequate representation. Although these theories are not as well developed in terms of
the generalities of geometry they can handle, they offer some promise to more closely
predict loading trends at the higher angles of attack. The theoretical calculations
performed for both attached and detached flows were based on inviscid theories.
Two attached flow methods were used for this study. Both provided detailed surface
pressure distributions and therefore the data were interpolated to the orifice locations
on the model and then integrated with the methods described for the experimental data
(see app. B). These data are also available on magnetic tapes from Mr. Percy J. Bobbitt
of the NASA Langley Research Center. A listing of all available data points is included
in appendix A.
FLEXSTAB
Theoretical predictions of pressure distributions based on attached potential flow were
primarily obtained using the unified subsonic/supersonic panel technique of
FLEXSTAB, which was developed by Boeing under NASA-Ames sponsorship.* (See
refs. 7 and 8.) The FLEXSTAB system of digital computer programs uses linear theory
to evaluate the static and dynamic stability, the inertial and aerodynamic loading, and
the resulting elastic deformations of aircraft configurations. The aerodynamic
representation used in the FLEXSTAB system is based on the constant pressure panel
method developed by Woodward (refs. 9 and 10) to solve the linearized potential flow
equations for supersonic and subsonic speeds. The results were also used at transonic
speeds, where the nonlinear terms not accounted for may be important. The usual small
perturbation assumptions are made. The severity of the preceding limitations is a
function of the configuration and the flight conditions.
*The Ames program was modified for this study to provide calculations of upper and lower
surface pressures.
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In the FLEXSTAB system, the flow about a configuration is simulated by a
three-dimensional array of singularities. Each singularity is a solution to the governing
potential flow equation. The singularities are placed on a mean surface instead of the
actual configuration surface. The boundary condition that the flow is tangent to the
surface is satisfied at a discrete set of points on the mean surface. This results in a
linear set of equations that may be solved to yield the singularity strengths necessary
to satisfy the specified boundary conditions. From knowledge of these singularity
strengths, the velocities, pressures, and aerodynamic loads on the configuration may be
calculated.
Figure 15 shows the distribution of panels used in the analysis of this configuration.
Line sources and doublets are distributed along the X-axis of the body to simulate its
thickness and lifting effects. Source panels are placed in the plane of the wing to
simulate its thickness. To account for the wing lifting effects and interference effects
between the wing and body, constant pressure vortex panels are placed in the plane of
the wing and on a shell around the body. This "interference" shell serves to cancel the
normal velocity components on the body induced by the wing.
At subsonic Mach numbers, 50 line singularities, 168 interference panels, and 160 wing
panels are used to represent the configuration (fig. 15a). For the very low supersonic
Mach numbers, the number of interference panels had to be greatly increased (to 330) in
order to overcome instabilities associated with the solution (see fig. 15b). For the wing,
panel edges were chosen to coincide with control surface hingelines and midspan breaks.
The resulting panel arrangement has panels of nearly equal width and, in the
chordwise direction, panel edges are at constant percent chord with closer spacing at the
leading edge and the hingelines. The same wing paneling arrangement was used at all
Mach numbers. The linearized boundary conditions employed by the method permitted
control surface deflections to be treated as boundary condition changes and did not
require repaneling. Table 5 summarizes the configurations and Mach numbers for which
solutions were obtained.
TEA-230
The second approach* used to provide attached flow solutions was the general method of
Rubbert and Saaris (refs. 11, 12, and 13) for the numerical solution of nonplanar,
three-dimensional boundary value problems. The method employs a panel solution to
the exact incompressible potential flow equation (Laplace's equation) satisfying
boundary conditions on the actual configuration surface. Compressibility effects are
approximated by the Gothert rule. The method is incorporated into Boeing computer
program TEA-230. The program is subject to the same limitations (inviscid, attached
flow) as the linearized FLEXSTAB solution and it is further limited to subsonic Mach
numbers. However, it is not encumbered by the small perturbation approximation and
is capable of treating problems of far more detail and generality than the linearized
theories.
*This work was performed by R. M. Thomas under sponsorship of the Independent Research and
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Figure 16 shows the paneling schemes used for the TEA-230 representation of the
arrow-wing-body model. The source panels are placed on the configuration surface;
therefore, new paneling was required for each configuration. The internal and trailing
linearly varying vortex panel networks are shown separately and arranged in the
manner discussed in reference 12. These networks appear to extend only a short
distance behind the wing although they actually extend 228.6 m (9000 in.) behind the
model. This is due to a restriction in the plot routine so that the physical model can be
drawn to a scale which will adequately show the panel definition. The vortex network
on the aft body was used to represent the sting. Table 6 summarizes the configurations






































































































































































































































































































































Comparisons of the experimental pressure measurements with predictions using
attached flow theoretical methods are presented in figures 17 through 58 (table 7).
Table 8 summarizes the experimental results presented in NASA CR-132727 and NASA
CR-132728. Since the results of the entire investigation are summarized and discussed
in NASA CR-2610, no further discussion will be presented in this report. Instead, these
data are presented here in more complete detail in order to make the maximum amount
of data available. It should also be noted that both the experimental data and the
theoretical data for attached flow methods are available on magnetic tape and copies
may be obtained from Mr. Percy J. Bobbitt of the NASA Langley Research Center.










Effect of L.E. shape
Twisted wing
L.E. droop =5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
Effect of partial-span inboard L.E. deflection
• Effect of partial-span outboard L.E. deflection
Effect of partial-span inboard T.E. deflection


























L.E. droop = 12.8°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°























Table 8—Summary of Additional Data Presentations
(a) Experimental Data Presented in NASA CR-132727
Mach number


















































(b) Experimental Data Presented in NASA CR-132728
Mach number
0.40 0.70 0.85 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.11
Wing
T.E. deflection
Flat wing and T.E.
Flat wing, twisted T.E.
Twisted wing and T.E.













T.E. deflection a.E a,E a.E
a = Angle of attack effect




All test points for which pressure and force data were recorded are listed in tables A-l
through A-9. These tables include normal force and pitching moment coefficients
obtained from strain gage measurements and by integrating the pressure data. Each
test point is identified as a unique number within the test by the analysis number,
where:
ANALYSIS NUMBER = 100 (RUN NUMBER) + POSITION IN RUN
Tables A-10 through A-17 list the points at which predicted pressure data are available
from FLEXSTAB. For convenience, 1000 has been added to the run number of the
corresponding experimental condition to obtain the theoretical test point number.
Tables A-18 through A-23 are listings for TEA-230 data. An increment of 2000 has been
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DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION
DATA EDITING AND INTEGRATION PROCEDURE
DATA EDITING
Some cases were encountered with these data where the methods of data editing
available within the integration programs were not adequate. During approximately the
first half of the test, the scanivalve which recorded lower surface wing box (between the
hingelines) pressures for the sections at 2 y/b = 0.09, 0.20, 0.35, and 0.50 was
intermittent at an angle of attack of 16°. This problem was eventually traced to an
electrical problem in the strut. Rather than sacrifice all of these data, these incorrect
measurements were replaced by extrapolating the data from angles of attack of 12° and
14°.
Because the plotting program assumes that geometry for all configurations is the same
and the chordwise location of orifices on the various model parts was not absolutely
identical, points were added as required. Therefore, some interpolations or
extrapolations using selected orifices were done before the integration program was
used. The row of orifices on the body at the wing-body intersection was extended in
front of the wing and aft of the wing by interpolating between the orifices located at 90°
and 135°.
To obtain comparisons of the results of some of the theoretical methods, the
experimental data were required as a loading parameter along the body length or as
pressure distributions at constant body stations. To obtain this information, a set of
body stations was selected and at each of these, orifices were defined so that the
interpolation would be along constant x/c lines on the streamwise wing sections. A
linear interpolation was performed between buttock lines. This representation was
verified by comparing the integrations of these data to those obtained using the data at
the actual orifices. All three integrated coefficients matched within 1%.
Several methods were introduced into the integration program to replace or add data
points to account for:
e Plugged or leaking orifices or bad data points
© Extrapolating the data to leading and trailing edges
» Hingeline discontinuities in the pressure data
These procedures were selected by code for each point. The codes are described in the
following list and are illustrated in figure B-l. An additional use of these codes is to




using code = 2
Interpolated
using code = 1
• Extrapolated
using code = 2
Extrapolated
using code = 3
1
 u
._- — • ^
_^-- Interpolated
using code = 6
Extrapolated


















Figure B-1. -Codes Used To Interpolate and Extrapolate
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If CODEj = 0, use pressure as entered on tape (measured pressure)
= 20, use pressure as entered on tape (previously replaced value)
= 1, interpolate from adjacent points
= 2, extrapolate from two preceding points
= 3, extrapolate from two following points
= 4, set equal to preceding point
= 5, set equal to following point
= 6, interpolate using points (i-2) and (i+1)
= 7, interpolate using points (i-1) and (i + 2)
If CODE; = negative of above, evaluate as above but average with corresponding point
on opposite surface—used for leading and trailing edges of section only
where
i identifies the position of the point from the leading edge of the upper or lower
surface per section
Editing of the pressure data is done in the following order:
1. Each section is done separately.
2. Each surface (upper or lower) per section is done in the following sequence:
a. Starting at leading edge, points with codes of 1, 2, and 4
b. Starting at trailing edge, points with codes of 3, 5, 6, and 7
3. Leading- and trailing-edge points with negative codes are evaluated. Upper and
lower surface codes need not both be negative and need not be the same negative
code.
4. Extrapolated pressure coefficients are checked to see that they are greater than
' vacuum and less than stagnation pressure. These limits are shown in figure B-2 for
the range of Mach numbers tested. This option was not used for theoretical data.
a. Vacuum, equation valid for all Mach numbers
r - 2.0
^•p.vacuum









.2 .4 .6 .8
Mach number
1.0 1.2
Figure B-2. —Pressure Limits Applied to Experimental Data
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j I [l.0 + 0.5(7- 1-0)M2]7 '' - 1.0 (B-2)
Across a normal shock wave:
O





Equation (B-2) is used for M « 1.0. An average of equations (B-2) and (B-3) is used for
M> 1.0.
where
M is Mach number
y is gas constant = 1.40 for air
CALCULATION OF NET PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
The net lift distribution on the section is calculated by:
C = C - Cp.net p.lower p,upper (B-4)
INTEGRATION OF PRESSURE DATA
To account for the effects on integrated coefficients of the deflected control surfaces,
each streamwise section (of which there are NSECT) is divided into segments (of which
there are NSEG). These segments are the leading-edge control surface, wing box, and
trailing-edge control surface. The upper and lower surfaces of each are integrated
separately over the number of points available ((number of orifices + 2) = NP1) and are
based on the segment chord length c. Sign conventions are shown in the following






Leading edge Trailing edge
Segment Coefficients
Integration of the pressures for each segment per surface per section is the first step.
• Normal force coefficient Cn>s
NPI
( B - 5 )
n.s.net *• n.s.lower n.s,upper





C = C - Cc,s,net c.s.upper c.s,lower (B-8)
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Pitching moment coefficient about segment leading edge CmiS
©-(r)nNP1




m.s.net m.s,upper m.s,lower MO)
Pitching moment coefficient about 0.25 c of segment
Cm.25e.s~ cm.s + 0-25 Cn.s ( B - l l )
Section Coefficients
Total section coefficients are obtained by summing the segment coefficients, taking into
account segment deflections as defined in the following sketch and segment chord
lengths. These coefficients are based on the section chord length c-p.
This sign convention for leading-edge deflection is only used in summation
of coefficients.
• Normal force coefficient Cn
NSEG , cv NSEG




sin 6 - (B-12)




c  E (Ct,s). (?). cos 6j 4- E (Cn<s^^sin6j (B7!3)
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 x L . E . .
where
cs is segment chord, cm
c is section chord, cm
8 is deflection of segment relative to section chord plane, leading edge up,
degrees
xL.E.,s is leading edge of segment, cm
XL.E. is leading edge of section, cm
Pitching moment coefficient about 0.25 c of section Cm 25c
Total Surface Coefficients
To obtain total surface coefficients, the assumption is made that the section coefficients
apply for a finite distance on both sides of each row of orifices. The equations for total
surface coefficients are as follows:







a Bending moment coefficient
NSECT
(B-18)




c is reference chord for pitching moment, cm
X L.E. ,M.A.C. is leading edge of M.A.C., cm
xref is reference station for pitching moment, cm (0.25 M.A.C.)
XL E. is leading edge of section chord, cm
b/2 is reference length for bending moment, cm
Determination of Geometric Constants Required for Integration
To obtain total surface coefficients, the assumption is made that the section coefficients
apply for a finite distance on both sides of each row of orifices. The input geometry
required to calculate the areas, and products of area and length required for the
summation of total surface coefficients, are shown in the following sketch.
x, , XT are intercepts at y = 0, cm
L
 '
for the spanwise section
AL.E.' AT.E are local sweeP an9 les- de9 1 between Vin and
V rRf is reference line for bending moment, cm
(L
out
c = cr + (tan Ay ^ - tan A|_ ^ ) y
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• Section area:
y0ut f *T + tanAT.E.y
.fy°M r
V • XI +
Sh =1 / d y d x
• Product of section area and mean chord:
x j + tan Ay
 E y
tan AL E y
c r( tan A T E - t an A L E ) (
/•Vout /*XT
"1. J...S h c = 1 1 c d y d x
( t a n A T E - t a n L E ) 2 3
+
 57o \yout yin
• Product of section area and moment arm:
/
c r - ( t a n A T E - t a n A L E ) y r e f /
2.0 Vout ~ yin
(tan AT E - tan AL H) (
- TO - -out ^in - c r y r e f y 0 i . t - y i n (B-22)
• Product of section area and leading edge coordinate:
/
yout /*XT an T.E.y
y x L E . d y d x
tan AE E cr + XE / tan Ay E - tan AE E ^
+
 t A (tan AT £ - tan *IE)(










• M.A.C. and X coordinate of M.A.C. leading edge:
NSECT
NSECT
(Shx)k (B-26)L.E,M.A.C. = k=l
The required integration constants for the wing and body are shown in table B-l.
DATA PRESENTATION
Computer programs were used to generate plots in order to minimize the amount of
manual labor. The following sections describe the forms of data presentation used in
this report.
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
Chordwise distributions of upper surface, lower surface, and net (lower-upper) pressure
coefficients are plotted as a function of local x/c. Any interpolated or extrapolated
values are used in fairing the lines, but only actual measured values are plotted as
symbols. In cases where the measurement at a particular orifice was not valid for a
particular test point, the symbol is not shown on the plot either for local surface or net
distributions. Longitudinal pressure distributions of surface pressures are presented for
the body.
The variation of net pressure coefficients with angle of attack at specific orifice
locations is compared with theoretical predictions.
Isobar plots are drawn on the surface planform after interpolating the pressure
coefficients from the input locations (for this model all interpolated and extrapolated
data from the integration program were used) to a more dense rectangular grid of
streamwise lines (orifice stations are retained) and constant percent chord lines. This is
a linear interpolation and extrapolation process which ignores the presence of all
discontinuities such as deflected control surfaces. The final isobars in the regions near




Reference area = 3128.45 cm
M.A.C. = 75.311cm
Half span = 50.80 cm
Pitching moment referenced to 0.25 M.A.C.
Bending moment referenced to 0.086 ^ (Vref = 4.374 cm)






























































Each set of four adjacent points in the rectangular grid is treated in turn and a fifth
point is added to form four triangles as shown in the following sketch. The pressure








Constant pressure coefficient line
The values of pressure coefficient which will be mapped are determined by marking off
a series of specified increments above and below zero, up to the maximum and minimum
pressure coefficients which exist in the rectangular grid. The upper and lower surfaces
are treated separately and can have different increments between isobars.
The isobars are drawn by checking each triangle to determine if the pressure
coefficients at the ends of any triangle side are above and below the desired value, in
which case the isobar must cross that triangle side. The location of the crossing is found
by linear interpolation between the end points, and when two adjacent triangle sides
are found to contain the desired pressure coefficient a small segment of the isobar is
drawn. As each set of four points is processed, the whole isobar will be constructed from
many of these small segments. A letter symbol identifying the pressure coefficient value
is generated wherever an isobar crosses one of the rows of orifices.
SECTION AND SPANWISE LOADING CHARACTERISTICS
Section aerodynamic coefficients Cn and Cm are presented as a function of angle of
attack.
The spanwise loading is illustrated by plots of the loading parameters Cnc/c and(\ o
Cm.25c c fc along the span of the surfaces.
TOTAL SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 7— Data Acquisition and Reduction System—Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel
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Figure 8.—Wind Tunnel Photographs—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0"
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Figure 9.-Wind Tunnel Photograph-Flat Wing, Sharp L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0"
Figure W.-Wind Tunnel Photographs-Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0 0"-
T.E. Deflection, Full Span =4.1°
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Figure 11.-Wind Tunnel Photograph—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 12.8°;
T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°
Figure 12. —Wind Tunnel Photograph-Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0'
T.E. Deflection, Full Span = -30.2°
Figure 13. —Wind Tunnel Photograph—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Inboard = 0.0",
Outboard = 12.8°; T.E. Deflection, Inboard = 17.7", Outboard = 0.0"
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(a) Arrangement of Panels Used for Subsonic Mach Numbers
Wing panels (160)
Line singularities (50)
mfrrrn n' ni1?T?Tn-Tfnrf i
t-um-umi t4
Interference panels (330)
(b) Arrangement of Panels Used for Supersonic Mach Numbers






I I I I II I I I I 1 I
(a) Flat Wing, Round Leading Edge, 1106 Singularities
Figure 16.—Paneling for TEA-230 Computer Program
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Isometric View of the Source Panel Network
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(h) Flat Wing, Trailing Edge Deflection 8.3°, 1124 Singularities






(i) Flat Wing, Trailing Edge Deflection -4.1°, 1125 Singularities
Figure 16.—(Continued)
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Note: increment between adjacent isobars
(a)! Upper Surface Isobars, FLEXSTAB and Experiment
Figure 17.- Wing Theory-to- Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
















































Note: AC» = increment between adjacent isobars
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(c) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1°
Figure 17.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40 .90 .80
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r«ACMON or .80 .80L O C A L CHORD
M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40 .60 .80
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FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1°, 8.0°
Figure 17.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40 .00 .80
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(g) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Ot = 4.1°
Figure 17.-(Continued)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Normal Force
Figure 17.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(i) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Pitching Moment
Figure 17.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, round L.E.
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I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Note: AC_ = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars, FLEXSTAB and Experiment
Figure 18.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,




















































A C n = 0.
Note: AC_ = increment between adjacent isobars
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(c) .Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1°
Figure 18.-(Continued)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40
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(e) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 15.8°
Figure 18.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(g) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 4.0°
Figure 18.-(Continued)
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LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Normal Force
Figure 18.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(i) (Concluded)
Figure 18.-(Continued)
M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°








M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
























Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) iUpper Surface Isobars, FLEXSTAB and Experiment
Figure 19.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; LE. Deflection,
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 15.8°
Figure 19. -(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.0°, 7.9°
Figure 19. -(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round LE.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Ot = 4.0°
19. -(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
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(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Normal Force
Figure 19.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(i) Span load Distributions
Figure 19.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(j) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 19. -(Concluded)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a « 2.0°
Figure 20- Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison-Effect of Leading Edge Shape; Flat Wing;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.40
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a =* 2.0°
Figure 2-1.- Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Effect of Leading Edge'Shape; Flat Wing;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.85
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(b)' Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions,a ^ 4.0
Figure 2'1 .-(Continued)
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(c) • Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions,a ^ 8.0°





















I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwtse Pressure Distributions, a = 0.2°
Figure 22.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.40
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
















(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, K = 2.2°
Figure 22.-(Continued)
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Figure 2'2.-(Continued)
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(c) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, K = 8.1°
Figure 22.-(Continued)
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T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
( c ) (Concluded)
Figure 22.-(Continued)
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(d) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 15.9
Figure 22.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
( f ) (Concluded)
Figure 2'2.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(i) • Spanload Distributions
Figure 2*2.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Oi = 0.1°
Figure 23,- Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; LE. Deflection,
Full Span = O.ff; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.(f;M = 0.85
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Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
( a ) (Concluded)
Figure 2,3.-(Continued)
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 8.0°
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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(f) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 15.8°
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(g) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, tt = 2.1°, 8.0°
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0C
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(i) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Normal Force
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(j) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Pitching Moment
Figure 23.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(k) Span load Distributions
Figure 23 .-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1°
Figure 24.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = O.Cf; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.05
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M = 1.05 (run 446)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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( a ) (Concluded)
Figure- 24.-(Continued)
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.0
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 446)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(c) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 8.0
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, « = 15.8
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 446}
Twisted wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.0°, 8.0°
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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Figure 24.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 {run 446)
Twisted wing, round LE.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
{ f ) (Concluded)
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Normal Force
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 446}
Twisted wing, round LE.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Pitching Moment
Figure 24.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 446)Twisted wing, round LE.= o()0
L.E. deflection, fu span
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M = 1.05 (run 446)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.05 (run 446)
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T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1°
Figure 25.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; LE. Deflection,
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M = 0.40 (run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.40 (run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.1°, 8.0°
Figure 25.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 {run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 4.1
Figure 25.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.0°
Figure 26.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 5.1°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°;M = 0.85
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M = 0.85 (run 182)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 182)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 4.0°
Figure 26.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 182)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°













(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions. 0! = 2.0°
Figure 27.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 5.1°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.(f;M = 1.05
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M = 1.05 (run 180)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 4.0°
Figure 27.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 180)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, K = 0.1°
Figure 28.~Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T. E. Deflection, Full Span = 77.7°; M = 0.40
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M = 0.40 (run 32)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 2.0°
Figure 28.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 32)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1°
Figure 28.-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 32)
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T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
(hi Spanload Distributions—Pitching Moment
Figure 28.-i(Concluded)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Of = -0.1°
Figure 29.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,












M = 0.85 (run 31)
Flat wing, round LE.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
( a ) (Concluded)
Figure 29.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 31)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
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(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = -0.1
Figure 29.-(Continued)
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Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
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( c ) (Concluded)
Figure 29.-(Continued)
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 3.9°
Figure 29.-(Continued)
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M = 0.85 (run 31)
Flat wing, round L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.85 (run 31)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
(h) Spanload Distributions—Pitching Moment
Figure 29.- (Concluded)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = -0.1
Figure 30.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; LE. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°;T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 17.7°;M = 1.05
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, ct = 7.8°
Figure 30.-(Continued)
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 3.9°
Figure 30. -(Continued)
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Figure 30.-(Continued)
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LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 17.7°
(g) Span load Distributions—Pitching Moment
Figure 30.-(Concluded)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1°
Figure 31.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M = 0.40 (run 46)
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, ot = 7.9°
Figure 31 .-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 46)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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( c ) (Concluded)
Figure 31 .-(Continued)
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, ot = 4.0°
Figure 31 .-(Continued)
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M = 0.40 (run 46)
Flat wing, round LE.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 0.40 (run 46)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0.0°
Figure 32.->Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.(f;T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°; M = 0.85
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( b ) (Concluded)
Figure 32.-(Continued)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0.0°
Figure 33.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°;T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°,:M = 1.05
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(d) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 3.9
Figure 33.-(Continued)
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M = 1.05 (run 42)
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a ^ 0.0°
Figure 34.-:Wing Theory-to- Experiment Comparison—Effect of Partial Span Inboard LE. Deflection;
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(e) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a * 8.0
Figure 34.-(Continued)
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(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a « 8.0
Figure 34.-(Continued)
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Figure 34.-(Continued)
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(h)! Spanload Distributions—Pitching Moment
Figure 34.-(Continued)
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(i) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients — Normal Force
Figure 34.-(Continued)
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(j) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Pitching Moment
Figure 34.-(Continued)
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a ~ 0.0°
Figure 35.-Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison— Effect of Partial Span Outboard LE. Deflection;
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(d) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 8.0
Figure 35.-(Continued)
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(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a =» 8.0°
Figure 35.-(Continued)
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Figure 35.-(Continued)
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a ~ 0.0°
Figure 36.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Effect of Partial Span Inboard T.E. Deflection;
Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = O.Cf; T.E. Deflection, Outboard = 0.0°;
M = 0.85
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Figure 36.-(Continued)
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F L C X S T A B
a r n r H I S
PLOSTA3
.20 .40 .90
r f tACMON Of LOCAL CHORD
20 .<o .go




D A T A T T P C r e O E f L . 1 O C C
B T W T 1415




F L E X S T *
M = 0.85
a « 8.0°
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
















.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION Of LOCAL CHORD
lift
BTyr MIS
F L E X S T A B
B T y r
F L C X S T A B
B T y r I4is
FLEXSTAB
.20 .40 .10 .80








f L E X S T A B
BTyr MIS
F L E X S T A B
B T y T





20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a ~ 8.0'
Figure 36.-(Continued)
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.20 .40 .90 .80
FRACTION or LOCAL CHORD









Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span =0.0°
I.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
.10 .40 .SO .10
r*ACTioN or L O C A L CHORD





: . - - - o 8Ti
:: :i A "-*
:::-- Q FLI
. so - -UJ — , — U— - -I-J-*.
ffinfofftrntt TnT
A TYPE TE O E F L . I O C C I RUN
T 1415 FULL 0.0 287 j
X S T A 8 FULL 0.0
T 1413 1NBO 17.7 2SO
 :
XSTAB IM90 17 .7 :
T 1415 INBO 8.3 2Sa !
XSTAB 1NBO 8.3
:::::::::::::, :E|
 = ;:::E t^^ r
- - - - - -* r H- J ;•• t'j •


























.20 .40 .80 .80 1.00
ON Or CCMKPAN - ZY/B
SYMBOL DATA TYPE TE OEFL.I DEC I RUN
O BTVT 1413 FULL 0.0 287
Q FLEXSTAB FULL 0.0
O BTHT 1415 INBO 17.7 250
A FLEXSTAB INBO 17.7
bi BTUT 1413 1N90 8.3 238
FLCXSTAB INBO 8.3
1 . 20 - - - : -
- - - - -
1 . 00 ff - - -














































































































Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
(g) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 36.-(Continued)
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A C T I O N OF CCMISPAN - 2r/B
,ZO .40 .80




F R A C T I O N OF CCMIC°AN
M = 0.85
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°






































Flat wing, round L.E.
































ANCLC OF A T T A C K
G) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients — Pitching Moment
Figure 36.-(Continued)
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D A T A TYPE
ami i«is
F L E X S F A B
ar«T
F L E X S T A B
ariir
F L E x s r A a
.sorrr
M= 0.85
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°























1 7 . 7
17 .7
SYMBOL DATA TYPE fE OEfL.IOEG]
O BfwT HIS FULL 0.0
Q FLEXSrAB FULL
O Brut HIS INBO
A FLEXSrAB INBO








Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
(k) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 36.-(Concluded)
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srnaoi. D A T A T r u e re D E F L M O C G I RUN
:
 Q BTu r 1415 FULL 0.0 267
D F l E X S t A B PULL 0.0
: O BTiir i 4 i 5 oureo \r .7 2/s
i.ao A F L C X S T A B O U T B O 17 .7Cv BUT 1415 oureo 8.3 274
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-rr: - i • : - .-
"~0 .to .40 .80 .80 1.









• • • — - •• -
O Blur 1415 FULL
O F L C X S t A B FULLO B T U T MI] ourao
A F L C X S ' A B ourao




















































.20 .40 .80 .80 1.





B T W T 1415
FLCXSIAB
-2.00
.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .80 .80FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, ot ~ 0.0°
Figure 37.-Wlng Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Effect of Partial Span Outboard T.E. Deflection;

























B T U F 1415 FULL
FLEXSr«B FULL
Bt»r i4is ourao














1 DEC 1 RU
0 0 2 6
0 0
1 7 7 2 7
17 7





























SYMBOL O A r » rrrc TE O E F L . I O E G I nu
O STUr 1411 FULL 00 26
Q FLExsrua FULL o 0
O ar«r Mis ourso 17 7 zr
A FLtxsr»B OUFBO i; r
bk s ta r MIS ourao 83 tr






































































) .20 .40 .80 .80 1.







0«T» TYPE TE OEFL.I DEC I







Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard =0.0°











SYMBOL D A T A T Y P [ TE O E F L . I O E G I RUN
O erur 1413 FULL . o.o 267
D F L E X S T A B FULL. o.o
O B I W T 141] Durai 17.7 279
A. F L C X S T A B Our 90 17. /
b. B T W T MIS our 30 a. 3 274
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.20 .4Q .60 .80 1 .









SYMBOL D A T A TrPC TE O E F L . 1 D E C RUN
Q Blur 1413 FULL 0.0 2*7
Q FLEXSTA8 FULL 0.0
O a r w r 1415 ourao 17.7 279
A F L E X S T A B ourao 17 .7
k s rwr i4is ourao e.3 274

























































; i T f
) .20 .40 .90 .80 1.
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
-2.00 --
SYMBOL D A T A Tr»E TE O E F L . I O E C I RUN SYMBOL D A T A T Y P E TE O E F L . I O E C I
O B T W T 1413 FULL 0.0Q FLEXSTAB FULL 0.0
O arur 1413 ourao 17.7
A FLEXSTAB OUTBO 17.7
k BTur i4is ourao 8.3
B FLEXSTAB ourao 8.3
RUN
287
.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
1 .00
(b) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a ~ 0.0°
Figure 37.-(Continued)
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SrMBOL D A T A t rPE f t O E F L . I O E C 1 RUN
O Blur 4is FULL 0.0 267
Q FLOS *B FULL 0.0
O 9 T » r 4 is ou rao 1 7 . 7 279
i so A F L C X S AB o u r a o 1 7 . 7
Cv arnr 415 o u r a o 8.3 27^
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.20 .40 .80 .80 1.









SrMBOL O A t » T T P C rE D C F L . I O C C I RUN
O e t w r 1415 FULL 0.0 267
d FLOSrtB FULL 0.0
O 8'ur MIS ourao 1 7 . 7 279
A r icxsr«B ourao 17 .7
t. a r w r 1*15 ourao 9.3 274
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.20 .40 .60 .60 1 .
FRACriON or LOCAL CHORD




























Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°

































































SYM80L D A T A T Y P E T f O E C L I O E G I R U N
O B T U T MIS FULL 0.0 26?
Q F L E X S T A B FULL 0 .0
O a i w r MIS ourao 1 7 . 7 279
A F L E X S T A B O U T B D 17.7
ti. a t y r 1415 ourao a. 3 274
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F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL CnOSO
.40 .60






D A T A TYPE TE OEFL I OEC I
BTUT 1415
FLEXSTAB





FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
.40 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD

































-1 1 i i-
T^
Sff
O A T * T Y P E TE OE-FL
ariir 1415 FULI
F L E X S T A B FULL
BUT MIS ou rao
F L E X S T A B OIP'TBC
Biur His ou'Tio
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.20 .40 .10 .80 1.00
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
0.50%
.20 .40 .80 .80 1.00
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
1 SO
SYMBOL OATA TYPE TE DEFL.IOECI RUN
BTUT 1415 FULL 0.0
FLCXSTAB FULL 0.0
BTWT 1415 OUTBO 17.7
FLEXSTAB ourao 17.7




Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
.20 .40FRACTION or .80 .80LOCAL CHORD


































SYMBOL D A T A TYPE TE OEFL .10ECI DUN
O BTUr 1415 FULL 0.0 267
O f L E X S T A B FULL 0.0
O BTUT |415 OUT90 17 .7 279
A F L E X S T A B O U T B O 1 / .7
(i BT«r 1415 O U T B O 8.3 274

















































































F L E X S T A B
.40 .60
FRACTION OF LOCAL CNOR









.20 .40 .00 .80
F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL C H O R D




.20 .40 .80 .80
F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL CHORD
B T U T 141J
F L C X S T A 8
B T U T 1415
F L C X S T A 8
a r w r MIS
F L C X S T A B
M = 0.85
a « 8.0°
Flat wing, round LE.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°















SYMBOL D A T * TTPC T£ D E F L . I O E C I RUN
O BtUf 1415 FULL . 0.0 2B7
Q F L C X S T A B FULL o.o
O BTUr 1415 O U T B O 17 .7 27
A F L E X S T A B OUTBD 17 .7
k B T w r 1415 O U T B O 8 3 2 7

































































.20 .40 .80 .80








SYMBOL D A T A T Y P E TE O E F L . I O C C I RUN
O BTIIT 1415 FULL 0.0 267
B F L E X S T A S FULL o.o
O B T H T 1415 ourao 17.7 279
A F L C X S T A B OUTBO 17.7
k Blur 1415 O U T B O 8.3 274




















































I .20 .40 .60 .80 1.
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
SYMBOL DATA TYPE TE OEFL (OECI
O BTWT 415 FULL 0.0







.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
DATA TYPE TE OEFL I DEC I






.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
1 .00







O A T * t rPC
STur MIS
FLOSTAB


























DATA TYPE TE OEFL .1 OEG I











.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
.40 .CO .80
mACiiON or LOCAL CHORD
-2.00
! 1TM90L DATA rrpe re OEFL.Iocc i
Btlir 1411 FULL 0.0
FLCXSTAB FULL 0.0
9Tur MIS ourao 17.7
FLCXSTAB OUTBO 17.7






Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°






D A T A TTPE re OEFL. Iocc I
a iwr MIS





.20 .40 .60 .BO
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
SYMBOL O A f A T T P E re O E F L . I O C C I RUN
.20 .40 .SO .80
TRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40
FRACTION Or











r*ACt(ON Of LOCAL CHORD
M = 0.85
a « 8.0°
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
.










DATA TTPE TE OEFL.IOEOI »UN
BTUT 1415 FULL 0.0 287
FLCXSTAB FULL 0.0
BTUT 1419 OUTBO 17.7 279
FLCXSTAB OUTBO 17.7
STUT 1413 OUTBO B.J 274



































•«o d-r-i ^ tt __L_ .IJ: £
tT£? =S ^  3^ S
?;;i»;=lli!i
4±tt^--- - - - - - - - - - :--#---
:^:::::r::::g:q
o — L- -"-p-- --*-i — 1
•*°0 .20 .40
FRACTION 0
TYPE TC Q E F L . I O E G RUN
1415 FULL 0.0 287
TAB FULL 0.0
1415 OUTBO 17.7 279
TAB OUTBO 17.7
1415 OUTBO 1.3 274
TAB OUTBO B.I
E E E E E E E E E E E E E l E E E g E E g
|||::::ii::i::iliii
f^f ^T ^1 It ^ 3*^ T-T+
^r TT ^  :r^ =§+- ^ p CT-^
pEpg-Tf^^lff^^
±£-"if i'^'u^vw"
jr -u— : — ^ -^j!^i-^|
:::::i:::::::::::::::::S
E E E E E E E ; E E | «« i6.<f j
.80 .80 1





Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
(g) Spanload Distributions-Normal Force
Figure 37.-(Continued)
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SYMBOL D A T A TYPE TE D E F L . I O E C 1 RUN
O arur MIS FULL 0 o 267
Q FLEXSIAB FULL
BTWT MIS ourgo 17
FLEXSTAB ourgo 17













.20 .40 .60 .60
TRACTION OF CCMISPAN - 2Y/a
M = 0.85
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection inboard = 0.0°

















0 4 8 12
Or ATTACK ALPHA - OCGRCCS
SYMBOL DATA TYPE FE OEFL.IOEGJ RUN
O 8TWT 1415 FULL 0.0 267






























D A T A T Y P E T E O E F L . C D E G ]





























Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°




SYMBOL 0 » f A T Y P E T E O E F L . t O E O I
arwi FULL 0.0
FLEXStAB FULL 0.0
a r m M I S outao 8 3
FLEXSTAB OUTBO 8.3
































SYMBOL D A T A TYPE TE O E F L . 1 0 E 0 1 RUN
O B T U T MIS FULL o.o 267
B F L E X S T A B FULL 0.0
O B T W T MIS O U T B O a. 3 274
A F L E X S T A B O U T B O 8 .3
k B T U T MIS O U T B O 1 7 . 7 279
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1 7 . 7
1 7 . 7

















1 7 . 7
1 7 . 7













e r» i M I S













































Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




Page Intentionally Left Blank
DATA TYPE TE DEFL .IOEO I















-4 0 4 B 12
ANCUC Or ATTACK ALPHA - OCCOCCS
M = 0.85
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
(k) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 37.-'(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .60 .60
FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH















.20 .'0 .60 .80
FSHCtlOH OF BOOY LCNOtH
SYMBOL ALPHA 0»TA TYPE
t BTWT 1413O
Q f L O S T A B
T E A 2 3 0
8 T K T 1413
FLE«STAB
TEA230
.20 .40 ' .60 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
(a) .Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a =0.0° and 8.0°
Figure 38.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,









.20 .'0 .BO .60
FRACTION Or BOOT LENGTH
M= 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°






























FRkCMOH OF aOOt LCHCTH
.20 .40 .10
rOAcrtON or BOOT LCNCTH
(b) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 4.1 and 15.9°
Figure 38.-(Continued)
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trriBOL ALPHA D A T A T Y P E
O 4.1 B T W T 1415
Q 4.1 F L C X S ' A B
O 4.1 T C A 2 3 0
A IS.9 aiUT 1415





r»«ctiOH or BODY LCHCIH
M = 0.40 (run 269)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





































T C A Z 3 0
.20 .40 80 .90
F R A C T I O N Qf BOOT LCNCtH
.20 .40 .BO .90
T R A C T I O N or eoor LCNCTH
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1° and 7.9°
Figure 39.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.85
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IrMBQL ALPHA DATA
Q I BTKT 14|]
G
.to .40 . «o
rnAcriON or BOOT LCNC'H
.80 t.OO
trHSOL ALPHA DATA TTPC




M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°




.20 .40 .60 .80
ro«CMON or aoov LENGTH
O U T * T
9 T W T 1






FRACTION or BODY LCNO'M



















r«ACTION Or BOOT LENGTH









M = 0.85 (run 267)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°









ZO .40 .80 .80 I
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE




(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1° and 7.9°
Figure 40.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.05
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
O .I 8TUT 1415
Q .1 FLEXSTAB
O 7.9 BIUT I4IS
A '.9 FLEXSTAB
.20 .40 .to .90
F R A C T I O N or Boor LENGTH
.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION Or BOOr LENGTH
M= 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




SYHBOL ALPHA DATA IrPE
O 4.0 BtWt 1415
Q 4.0 F L E X S T A 8
O i s . a a t t f i MIS
A is.8 F L E X S T A B
.20 .40 »0 .90 1.00
srnaoL ALPHA DATA TYPE
O 4.0 B T U T 1415
Q 4.0 FLEXSTA3












. zo .40 .go .ao
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH




SYMBOL ALPHA 0»f» lift
O 4.0 ati»T
Q 4.0 F L C X S T A B
is.a ami
A is.a FLEXSIA
ACTION Or BOOT LCNCTH
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
O 4.0 BIWT 1«IS
D 4.0 FlCKSTAB
O is.a SUIT i4is
15.a T L C X S T A B
&t-v
.40 .80 .80
" A C T I O N or Boor L C N G T H
M= 1.05 (run 264)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°










































10 .40 .80 .80 1.00
(a) [Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a ~ 0.0° and 8.0°
Figure 41.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,











20 .40 .eo .80 I
M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




STMBOL ALPHA D A T A












ALPHA D A T A TTPE
4. I
4. I
4 .1 T C A 2 3 0
IS.9 B T U T 1415
i s .9 F L E X S T A B '
se; a
.20 .40 .90
( • •ACTION Or SOOT LCNCTH
.40 .80
or BOOT LCIICTH











STM80L ALPHA D A T A trPC
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*—
1






























.20 .40 .60 .80
r »ACr |ON or soar LCHGIH
M = 0.40 (run 450)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°


















T R A C T I O N Or BOOT LENGTH
.BO 1.00
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1° and 8.0°
Figure 42.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,









R A C f t O N Or BODY LCNC r*
M = 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
















D A T A TYPE
B T U T I4is
FLEXSTAB
T E A 2 3 0
B I W I 1415
F L E X S T A 8
I E A 2 3 0








F . L E X S T A B
T E A 2 3 0
O T W T 1415
F L E X S T A B
T E A 2 3 0 irrffl
.20 .40 .60 .80
T R A C T I O N OF BOOr L E N G T H
.20 .40 .80 .60



















.20 .40 .80 .80
FRICTION OF BODY LENGTH













.20 .40 .80 .80 1.00










ACTION Or BOOT LCNGTH
1415
FLOSTAB
T C A 2 3 0
BTIIT MIS
F I C ' S t A B
T C A 2 J O
.20 .40 .(0 .80
F R A C T I O N OF BOO' LCNCru
M= 0.85 (run 449)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




srneOL ALPHA DATA rrPC
O .1 arur 1415
D -I FLE«STAB
O 6.0 B T U T 14IS
A. '.a F L C X S T A B
.20 .40 .60 .80
F R A C T I O N or BOOI L E N G T H
.20 .40 .80
FRACTION Of BOOT LENGTH
8TM90L ALPHA DATA TYPE
O •I BTKT 1415
D .1 FLEXSIAB
0 8.0 BTUl H15
A '-9 F L C X S r A B
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TTPC
O • .1 B T K T ms
D ; .1 F L C X S T A B
,' 80 B'UI HIS
A 7.9 F L C X S T A B
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, Ot % 0.1 and 8.0
Figure 43.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Twisted Wing; Round L.E.; LE. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.05
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o*r* T Y P E





TRACTION OF gQOV LENd
M = 1.05 (run 446)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




STPI90L ALPHA DATA lift
O 4.0 BtWT MIS
Q 4.0 FLCXSTAB U|
O IS.a BTUT 1415
A
jo .40 .«o .so
r«»crio« or BOOT LENGTH
SYMBOL ALPHA D A T A TTPC
Q 4.0 BTVT 141S
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TTPC
O 4.0 BTHT 1415
El 4.0 FLCXSTAB
O 15.9 BTVT 1415
A 15.8 FLCXSTAS
1 l = 180°t
.40 -80
riAcrio* OF »oo» L
trnaai. ALPHA OAT* TTPC
O 4.0 BTUT 1415
D 4.0 FLCXSTAB
O IS.8 BTKT 1415
A IS.8 FLCXSTAB
.tO .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF 100' LCNCTH







SYMBOL ALPHA DATA fTPC




.20 .40 .80 .80
re«cnax or BOOT LCNOH
M= 1.05 (run 446)
Twisted wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°



















TRACTION OF BODY LENGTH
.20 .40 .60 .80





e r w r
F L O S T A B
T t A 2 3 0
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1° and 8.0°
Figure 44.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,









rocrioN or Boor LEMCTH
40 .60
Or BOOT LCNGTH
M = 0.40 (run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°














FRACTION Or BOOr LENGTH
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
Q 4.1 BTWT 1419
Q 4.1 FLEXSTAB
O 4.1 TEA230
















r»ACMON or 9001 LCNCTH
M = 0.40 (run 183)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°




.20 .40 .80 80 1 .00
srnBOL ALPHA DATA rrpt
O .1 atwi MIS
D .1 FLCKSIAB




.20 .40 .60 .80
FACTION or goor LCNGTH
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
O .t BTIIT 141S
Q .1 FLOSTAB
A '.B B 'UT 141S
tx 7.9 F L C X S r A B
7 .9 T C A 2 3 0
srnaoL ALPHA DATA TTPC
Q 1 BTU7 MIS
.20 .40 .60 .80
rRACriON or BOOT LCHCTH
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.1 and 7.9
Figure 45.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 5.7° ; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.85
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F R A c r i O N or
M = 0.85 (run 182)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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T C A 2 3 0
M= 0.85 (run 182)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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FRACTION OF 900T LCNGTH
trnSOL ALPHA OATA TYPE
O -0 BTUT 141S
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FRACTION OF
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.0 and 7.9
Figure 46.-Body Theary-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.£. Deflection,
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.20 .40 .80
rxcriON or BOOT
•20 .40 .«0 .80
r»«cM<jN or BOOT LCKCTM
M= 1.05 (run 180)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span =5.1°
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rRACriON OF BOOT LCNCTH
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FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
M= 1.05 (run180)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span =5.1°
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r««cno» or BOOT LCNCTH
1415
P l C X S t A B
T C A 2 3 0




ritcrioN or BOOT LCMCTH
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.2° and 8.0°
Figure 47.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection
Full Span = 12.8°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.40
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DAT* TTPC
BTUT 1413
F L C X S T A B
T C A 2 3 0
8 T U T 1413
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.20 .40 .to
FRACTION Of IOOT LENGTH
M= 0.40 (run 98}
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 12.8°
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N Or BOOT LCNCIM
M = 0.40 (run 98)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 12.8°
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
Q .i aruT j4is
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPE
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPC
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(a) iSurface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, CV = 0.1° and 8.0°
Figure 48.-iBody Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 12.8°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 0.85
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srneoi. ALPHA DATA tree
O .1 arwT nis
D .0
6.0 arid ms
A 8.0 F L E X S t A B
SYMBOL ALPHA D A T A T Y P E
O . i arm i«is
D .0 FLtxs 'AB
8 . 0 B T W T 141S
A a.o F L C X S T A B
M = 0.85 (run 102)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 12.8°




SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPC
O «.0 BTI/T 141S
Q 4.0 FLEXSTAB
O is.a BTUT 1415
A IS.9 FLCXSTAB
SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPC




STMBOL ALPHA DATA TYPC
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.20 .40 .60 .80
TRACTION OF BODY LCKGTH
(b) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 4.0° and 15.9°
Figure 48.-(Continued)
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f f l A C T ( O N OF BODY L E N G T H
M= 0.85 (run 102)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 12.8°




SYMBOL ALPHA 0«f* TrBE
O .0 B T U T 14)5
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.0 BT U T MIS
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7.9 B T W T KI5
7.9 FLEXSTAB
(a) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 0.0 and 7.9
Figure 49.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison; Flat Wing; Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 12.8°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0"; M = 1.05
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ra»crioN or eoor LENGTH
M= 1.05 (run 99)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 12.8°
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TRACTION OF BOOT LCNGFH
(b) Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions, a = 4.0° and 15.8°
Figure 49.-(Continued)
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Q 4.0 3TUT 14|S
Q 4.0 FLCXSTAB
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r»»criON or soor LCHCTH
M= 1.05 (run 99)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 12.8°
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Figure 50.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round LE./LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 17.7°;M = 0.40;
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M= 0.40 (run 32)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Figure 51.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 17.7°; M = 0.85;
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riACMON or BOOT LGKCTH
M = 0.85 (run 31)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E deflection, full span = 0.0°
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F R A C T I O N OF BOOT LCNCTH
. F L C X S t A B
7 .8 9 T K T 1415
7 . 8 F L C X S T A B
.20 .40 .10 .80 1.00
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•ACTION Or BOOT LCNGT
.•0 1.00
Figure 52.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 77.7°; M = 1.05;
a * 0.0° and 8.0°
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SYMBOL ALPHA D A T A




.20 .40 .go .80 i.oo
r > A c r c o N or eoor LCNGTH
M= 1.05 (run 28)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ACTION Or BOO* LENGTH
Figure 53.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°; M = 0.40;
a ^ 0.0° and 8.0°
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1 .00
M= 0.40 (run 46)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
Figure 53.-(Concluded)
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FRACTION Or BOOt LENGTH
Figure 54.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L. E.; L. E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°; M = 0.85;
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Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
Figure 54.-.(Concluded)
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STM80L ALPHA DATA TrPE
O/ -.0 BTUT HIS
-.0 FLCXSTAB
<J 7 .8 8 T V T 1 4 1 S
A 7.8 F L E X S T A 8
Figure 55-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 8.3°; M = 1.05;










M= 1.05 (run 42)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
Figure 55.-(Concluded)
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8.2 BTUT 141 5'
.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LCMCTH
Figure 56.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span =-17.7°; M = 0.40;
oc ~ 0.0° and 8.0°
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trhlBOL ALPHA O A T * TTPC
O .3 8TIIT HIS
.3 F L C X S T I k B
0 . 2 9 I W T H I S
A 8.1
M= 0.40 (run 66)
Flat wing, round L.E.
 o
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0
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Figure 57.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = -17.7°; M = 0.85;
a ^ 0.0° and 8.0°
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«TH80U ALPHA DATA
O .2 BTUT 1415
D .2 n.c»sr*a
O B.I BtVT 1415
a.I FLOSTAB
.20 .«o .eo
rBACflON or SOOT LCNCF
M=0.85 (run 65)
Flat wing, round L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = -17.7°
Figure 57.-(Concluded)
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA TrPC
O -.0 BTVT I4IS
ZO .40 .80 .80 1.00
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.Figure 58.-Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions; Flat Wing;
Round L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span =-17.7°; M = 1.05;
a « 0.0° and 8.0°
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SYMBOL ALPHA DATA rrPC
O - .0 etut nis
D -.0 FLEXStAB
<S a.o arm K15
8.0 FLEXSTA8
M= 1.05 (run 62)
Flat wing, round L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = -17.7°
Figure 58. -, (Concluded)
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